
It’s the last day of the CaDansa... Come see us at the closing cerimony for a colourful

goodbye. We hope to see you around on the dancefloor!

13.00 - 14.15 Duo Decombel en Van
Mierlo
14.45 - 16.15 Itchy Fingers
16.45 - 18.30 Naragonia Quartet
18.30  - 19.30 Closing ceremony

Open stage
Dutch words of the day

 Knipperlichtrelatie - On-again, off-
again relationship (literally turn
signal lights relationship).

Stroboscooprelatie - Very fast on-
again off-again relationship (or
strobe light relationship)

2023
SUN29

The latest news from

main stage

13.15 – 14.00 Nûna
 15.15 – 16.00 Feather and
Fox 
 16.30 – 17.15 Mook



Trust between the species
When we first learned of the presence of sharks,
we immediately put out warnings to the public - we
are here not just to inform but also to ensure
everyone’s safety.
However, the sharks couldn’t be friendlier (or
cuddlier) so we have learned to trust them. The
sharks learned to trust us too - one was seen using
the blindfold bench!
But wait a minute, don’t sharks hunt by scent? 

CADANSA is now Millenary
Last night, we hit another landmark. Between organisers,
volunteers, audience and artists, there were one thousand
people involved in this year’s CaDansa. That’s a one
followed by three zeros. We’re a growing family, indeed.
Lots of Fertile Fridays may follow!

POST-CADANSA Ball
One more day of CaDansa just not enough?
 If you who are still hungry for bals,  our lovely
sound technician is organising a bal in Utrecht  
this Monday with Airboxes! 
For more information scan the QR code or check balfolk.nl



Eventbrite t-shirts
Did you put on your last fresh t-shirt this
morning? Perhaps you forgot to pick up
your prepaid t-shirt.... Stay fresh and
fruity: pick it up at the Info/Merch stand
before closing time today (19.30).

cadansa_balfolkfestival

CaDansa

jOIN THE PARTY ONLINE

CaDansa app from your app store

More cadansas?
You might have noticed no dates for next year’s CaDansa have
been announced yet. That’s because we don’t have a date yet.
But it’s going to happen, right? Well, it needs a date in order to
happen, so, until we have that, we don’t know.
Rest assured the organisers are working on it. And as soon as
we have the date, we’ll share it. All the more reason to follow us
on social media!



Clocks turning backwards leads to strange behaviour. A couple
tried to get into De Meenthe with unknown QR Codes, looking
confused by all the dancing. Upon investigation, it was clear the
QR codes were valid for an event at De Meenthe ...  taking place
next weekend! We just hope they didn’t travel far...
We heard someone did a striptease in the photobooth on
Saturday, the camera caught something ‘up skirt’. But for whom?  
We heard there are two polls, one counting how many people
have been to all ten CaDansa’s, and one counting who’s here for
the first time. It is supposed to be at the end of the poster gallery. 
Some say Edwin’s ‘knipperlichtrelatie’ with snake/caterpillar
turned into ‘stroboscooprelatie’. Lost in translation? Check the
Dutch words of the day on the front page!
We heard a rumour that singing people are like ... bagpipes?
We’re not sure what to make of that, but if you heard it at a
CaDansa workshop, then it’s probably true.
Shark, mouse, snake, bear, squirrel and hedgehog all joined the
dance floor last night. Mouse felt very loved by all the surprised
and happy faces meeting its friends in a beastly jig. They behaved
very well and didn’t turn it into a zoo. Although shark did feel
tempted to bite some bouncing buttocks. 
Apparently there is a Dutch couple celebrating their own 10-year
anniversary at CaDansa, where they met, now with 2 children.
They’ve left now, the first dance was just for them, its a mystery
with whom they danced the last dance.
There’s rumours of strange beings under the stage, telling stories
and looking for dragons.  

rUMOURS


